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Cnn press room contacts

We really want to hear what you have to say. Please use the form on the right or e-mail us on: comments@cnn.com. We invite you to visit our help page and see if you can find an answer to your question immediately. Wouldn't you join our web community to discuss issues in the news? You can post your comments
about the days hot topics or join a heated discussion on our message boards going on. You can also join our daily news chat from 9:00 a.m. ET-midnight ET, Monday through Friday. and 8 p.m.-midnight ET Saturday. Thank you for taking the time to share your thoughts with us. If appropriate, please let us know which
URL or CNN program your comment belongs to. For example: or firing * Please enter your comments in the area below: * Global, unique visitors, videos, mobiles, on December 22, 2020 Millennials and politics #1 indicates by November 2020 and the US election saw [...] Read more December 18, 2020 CNN anchor Don
Lemon and chief medical correspondent Dr. Sanjay Gupta will host The Color of Covid-Vaccines, tonight [...] Read more Dec. 16, 2020 The most watched year ever hit total viewers and key demos all the all-time highs in CNN's prime-time program and Dayparts [...] Read more promos: The fourth installment of HLN
original series Vengeance Returns with a 10-run episode of Vengeance: Killer [...] Read More Dec. 15 Don Lemon, 2020 live from Times Square, on Thursday, December 31 at 8 p.m. ET Don Lemon and Brooke Baldwin co-hosts live in the 12:30 AM ET promo: Ringing [...] Read more on Dec. 13, 2020 Reimagined CNN
Heroes: An All-Star Tribute Ceremony, where this year's 'most inspiring moment' chosen by viewers wins humanity. [...] Read more on Dec. 11, the latest installment of ABCs of COVID-19 will air on CNN, CNN International and CNN en Español on Saturday, December 19 [...] Read more documentary produced by
Wingspan Productions and the Global Health Reporting Center, in collaboration with the Tangled Bank of Howard Hughes Medical Institute [...] Read more Dec. 10, 2020 CNN Films and CNN original series A special, members-only community, keep watching, Fans and followers launched to enable them to stay engaged
with their [...] [...] Read more cnn International Commercial (CNNIC) and the African Export-Import Bank (Afreximbank) demonstrate, empower and cooperate on a new long-term initiative for [...] Read more on December 22, 2020 global #1, unique visitors, videos, mobiles, millennials and politics date in 2020 November
2020 and the US election saw [...] Read more November 16 , 2020 global, mobile, video, politics and millennial digital news source for unique users continue to trend #1 increasingly high [...] Read more on October 29, 2020 November 3, CNN will provide viewers with extensive coverage and The election results from this
unprecedented presidential race and [...] Read more October 26, 2020 Collaborative Production to Explore the History of Greenwood – and an American Massacre Springhill Company's Modern-Day Excavation [...] Read more Oct. 21, 2020 The new six-episode weather follows scary deaths and disturbing unsolved
cases of missing persons, with a call to action [...] Read more CNN Press Room Email Updates Subscribe to CNN_Worldwide Jonathan Hawkins Alison Rudnick, vice president of CNN International Communications, vice president of HLN Communications and CNN Diversity and Inclusion _CNN.com_: AC Full Circle,
Get There) CNNgo (OTT, VOD, Live Streaming) Heather Brown, Director CNN Original Series W. Kamau Bell, W. Kamau Bell Combined Shades of America with Lisa Ling, It's Life with Lisa Ling Stanley Tucci, Stanley Tucci Van Jones Blair Cofield, CNN political commentator, chief climate correspondent at this hour with
senior publicist Kate Bold, Bill Weir with CNN newsroom Freda Whitfield New Day Weekend with Christy Paul and Victor Blackwell Smerkosh CNN Newsroom Weekend with Ana Cabrera cnn Atlanta, Miami and Dallas bureau and reporters Lauren Con, director CNN International programming and anchor CNN
International correspondents Richard Clarisa Ward Garrett Cowan CNN Digital Products and Technology, CNN,, senior publicist, with CNN Business CNN Audio (Podcasts) CNN Visuals (Digital Interactives), Photo desk) CNN Commerce (Locate &amp; Coupon) Jennifer Dargan, director CNN Films and CNN Films
presents Fareed Zakaria GPS Jacqueline Hernandez, Jr. publicist CNN original series HLN Original series Anna Beth Jager, senior publicist John King CNN DC reporters Crystal Jones, senior manager CNN tonight Don Lemon with CNN New York bureau and correspondent Neil Khairzada inside politics Lead with
Tapper, Director New Day Starting Early with Alicia Cameron and John Berman Christine Roman and Laura Jarrett CNN Newsroom Poppy Harlow and Jim Sciutto Christiane Amanpour Dr. Sanjay Gupta CNN Medical Unit Emily Kuhn, Senior Director CNN Digital Worldwide Trusted Source Brian Stelter CNN Digital
Editorial Content WITH CNN Digital Premium Content: CNN Politics , CNN Business, CNN-Style, CNN Media CNN Digital Products (CNN Apps, OTT, Off-Platform Programming, Live Streaming Video) Bridget Linger, Senior Director  News Domestic and International CNN N Español CNN Sports Natalie Pahz, Manager
Cuomo Prime Time Chris Cuomo Erin Burnett Outfront SE CuppCNN Correspondent, Eli Reeve Lauren Pratapus, Senior Director CNN DC Bureau Jake Tapper CNN Politics, Debate, Town Hall CNN DC Reporters, Contributors, Commentators Karen Reynolds, Director HLN Programming Express Lead HLN Weekend
Express, HLN probes HLN original series on the story, including death row stories, hell in the heartland, how it really happened with Hill Harper, something is killing me, a killer Anthony Bourdain parts unknown Shimrit Sheetrit, director Anderson Cooper 360 CNN newsroom Brooke Baldwin with CNN Los Angeles, Denver
and Chicago Bureau and Reporters HLN original series HLN True Crime, senior manager CNN Right Now Position Room Wolf Blitzer Politics with Brianna Keilar , debate, town hall CNN DC reporters, contributors, commentatorsCNN special correspondent Jamie Gangel europe, middle east, and Africa Jonathan
Hawkins, vice president CNN International editorial Dan Faulks, vice president position room with CNN International Commercial Chantal Ward, PR manager CNN International Commercial Hugo Bebalton, Press Officer Europe, Middle East and Africa Public Relations Julian Tan, Communications Manager French-
speaking Europe Public Relations Emma Thelander, PR Manager Nordics and Baltics Public Relations Asia Pacific Penny Heath, Director Asia Pacific Public Relations Bipasha Bhattacharya, Director Asia Pacific Public Relations Latin America and CNN en Español Caroline Rittenberry, Vice President Communications
&amp; Marketing, Latin Maria America Pingo, Director Latin : @CNNPR CNN International: @CNNprUK HLN: @HLNPR French Speaking Territories: @CNNFrancePR Germany, Austria and Switzerland: @CNNGermanyPR Asia Pacific : @cnnasiapr a CNN center, Atlanta, GA 30303, USA 1 call CNN 1 (404) 827-1500.
This number is for CNN customer service. If you hunt around, you can find phone numbers directly for various CNN bureaus and programs, though keep in mind that CNN doesn't encourage this kind of contact. CNN's corporate office phone number is 404-827-1700 or you can fax them at 404-827-2600. CNN's
Washington D. The customer service number for C Bureau is 202-898-7900. [1] The other customer service number for CNN in Atlanta is 404-878-2276 and the fax number is 404-827-1995. Write to 2 main CNN offices. CNN's main headquarters is located in Atlanta, Georgia, and you can contact CNN Customer Service
by sending a letter to this office. If you decide to write to CNN, make sure you include a return address and/or any other contact method you like, like this Your phone's number. Your letter should also clearly describe your thoughts, news tip or question. Know for CNN's headquarters: Turner Broadcasting Systems, Inc.
contact a specific person to check the website of a CNN CenterAtlanta, GA, 30303 three CNN press office. If you're a member of the media, CNN has created an entire press team to answer your questions. It is the public relations office whose job is to manage CNN's reputation and brand. Find a list of press contacts
here: The main press office contact phone number for CNN's New York office is 212-275-7800. The press office's website also has people contacting different ones for early start and new day, dayside (CNN US/BREAKING News), CNN D. C/CNN Politics, CNN America Primetime, CNN Original Series, Weekend
Programming, CNN Films/CNN Films Presents, CNN Heroes: An All-Star Tribute, HLN, CNN Digital, CNNMoney, CNN International, Europe, Middle East and Africa, Asia Pacific, Latin America, and CNN en Espanol. In addition to the main phone numbers for a few different contact people, the press office website
provides PR contact names, email addresses and Twitter handles for each office. 1 Use social media to contact CNN. The network itself and most of its personalities and shows have its own social media sites. You can leave a comment or tweet on one of these Facebook pages on one of the CNN Twitter handles. On
CNN on Facebook, on Twitter and Find CNN on Instagram. You can also check facebook pages for individual people who have their own shows on CNN, such as Nancy Grace or Robin Mead. CNN chief national correspondent John King has his own Facebook page. Anderson Cooper 360 program also has its own page.
[2] Search Facebook for the show or personality you want to contact and then post your feedback, questions or thoughts on the respective Facebook page. You could better luck going to Twitter or Facebook pages of specific programs or personalities you're trying to contact. Tweet @TeamCNN to increase the chances
of getting answers. [3] To contact HLN (headline news), tweet @TeamHLN. To contact CNN International, @TeamCNNI tweet and contact CNN's N Español, the tweet @TeamCNNEE. The Twitter site for viewer services is . 2 Use CNN's online feedback form. You can contact CNN by providing feedback via a written one
on CNN's website. Completing this form on CNN's website is an easy way to contact the channel directly. The form, which can be found in requires that you submit your name and what is your in an empty comment box. The idea is called. Many different programs and CNN's bureaus will send you back to the same online
feedback form, including International. There is also a box where you can type additional comments. Then, click on the box that says send feedback to submit comments. You should use this form to report factual errors that appear on CNN. 3 email CNN. If you have comments on a segment or want to give feedback,
send them comments@cnn.com. 4 Contact a program directly. Many CNN programs also have their own separate online feedback forms that you can access from their webpage. For example, CNNMoney has an online form that encourages viewers to submit feedback. [4] Many HLN shows - such as Nancy Grace and



Dr. Drew, as well as personality, have their own feedback pages that allow viewers to comment or ask a question. In some cases, the links will take you back to the main CNN feedback form, but in other cases, the programs have their own particular forms. You will be asked to check whether your comment is positive or
negative. 1. Consider the news value of your idea. CNN probably won't consider its tip or idea unless it's somewhat newsworthy and that they haven't reported on yet. Make sure they haven't covered the idea already in a news report and also consider whether or not it's news value. Journalists generally consider news
value to be subjects that have at least a few of the following: conflict, abnormality, prominence, humor, influence (importance), proximity, human interest and timeliness. [5] Conflict can be a clash of ideologies and ideas, not just physical disputes. Human interest means the story provokes an emotional reaction in the
viewer. The effect means the story has a direct impact on a large portion of the audience watching (think a snowstorm closes large swaths of the East Coast.) fame means the story relates to someone or something that most people know. Abnormality is a deviation from the norm. Proximity means there is a local tie-in.
Proximity is less important to CNN than most news stations because CNN covers the whole world (however, a U.S. bureau might favor U.S. news, and so forth). Punctuality means that something in consideration is ongoing or recently included or at least that we didn't know before. Humor is something that viewers will
find strange or unusual. The news isn't always serious. 2. Call in a news tip. CNN accepts news tips and story ideas from the general public as well. CNN is interested in images or information related to breaking news. If you know about something you think CNN would like to cover, then give a call and leave a message
about your tip or idea. Call 404-827-1500 and select Option 1 to leave a news tip or story idea by phone. You'll have the opportunity to leave a recorded message with your news tip. Make sure you get your name, your news tip or idea and Include phone numbers where someone can get more information from you.
Speak clearly and keep your message short and talk. For You can try to say something like that, hello. My name is Sally Jones and I have an idea for a story. I think you should make a report about the environmental impact of the new factory in your hometown of Smithshire, NY. This is negatively affecting the quality of
water, but people are not yet aware of it. Please call me back at 555-555-5555. My name is Sally Jones and my number is again 555--555-5555. 3 tweet to send CNN a tip. You can also tweet your news tip or idea to CNN if you want. Any relevant pictures or links @TeamCNN that may provide information and/or links.
[6] For example, you can tweet something like @TeamCNN please report on the problem of water pollution in Smithshire, NY! People are getting sick and someone needs to stand up for them! 4 Email a news tip. Send an email to tips@cnn.com with as much information as possible. Provide your name and contact
information if you want CNN to be able to reach you. [7] Use 5 signals or WhatsApp. These two apps allow you to send news tips to CNN. Download, sign up or log in the app of your choice, then send your message to +1 (646) 397-670. [8] 6 Send a letter. If you'd rather use snail mail, like CNN that you type your tip. If
you want feedback, and send your letter from a sidewalk mailbox, include your contact information. To address your letter: [9] Tipsc/o CNN Investigation 30 Hudson Yards, Fl 21New York, NY 10001 United States of Americas Add new question questions How do I contact Anderson Cooper? You can follow instructions to
contact CNN, but request that your message go to Anderson Cooper. You can also try to reach that through social media platforms. Question how do I complain to someone in CNN? Your best bet is probably using the feedback form ( or tweeting them @TeamCNN. Question How do I contact CNN? Follow the steps
listed in the article. Question How do I give CNN feedback on one of their news anchors? Try using CNN's feedback form: You can provide your feedback using the Initial Thoughts or Additional Comments section. How do I contact a specific person on CNN to ask a question about my program? The easiest way would be
to search for that specific person's fan mail/correspondence address. You can also try to leave a comment on their social media pages. Question do CNN celebrities really do their tweets? In some cases, but not all. You should assume that there can be a PR person or social media manager behind it. Still, some
celebrities and news celebrities do tweet. This is a rare platform that allows you to interface directly with them, and you can assume that Some of them read their straight tweets. Question How do I contact CNN about concerns over the unequal treatment of certain issues? Use this article to get contact details. Write a
Write Letters after formatting standard complaint letters, sticking to facts and not personally attacking people. Whatever your personal beliefs about media outlets, realize that polarization is a journalism that one should do, you need to focus on fairness and balance for audiences, individuals and communities as a whole.
Don't harp about political messages; Instead, get to the heart of this case about what's really a violation of journalism/journalism. Question What is the best way to get information about Jeff Zucker? You can try to address a letter to him and send it to corporate headquarters in Atlanta. Or, try using the feedback form and
mention that your response is exclusively to Mr Jeff Zucker. Question Is it possible to visit CNN? Yes, it's possible to visit CNN headquarters in Atlanta, though there's an entry fee. You can find more information on CNN's tour page. The question is if I send feedback and ask to remain anonymous, will that be respected?
CNN will almost certainly keep your information anonymous, but the only way to guarantee it is to withhold or create your personal information. Show more answers ask a question thanks! Wikiho is a wiki, similar to Wikipedia, which means many of our articles are co-written by many authors. To create this article, 13
people, some anonymous, worked to edit and improve it over time. This article has been viewed 655,875 times. Co-author: 13 Update: June 2, 2020 Views: 655,875 Categories: Contact print from media outlets Send fan mail thanks to authors to all authors for creating a page that has been read 655,875 times. Bar.
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